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Being a procedures guru and thoroughly enjoying creating efficient process so your working hours 

can be powerful, productive and aligned ~ I have created a gift for you 

 

Your Golden Ticket Guide to Time Management 

 

From a young age we are asked to time manage our studies, cleaning, friend and family 

commitments and not to mention ourselves. It was our responsibility to manage what was on our 

plate with brief guidelines but most importantly a requirement to write a list; no matter how long 

and pressurising this may feel. Left to your own devices, this list tended to grow, becoming mentally 

overwhelming and now blocking the mind to be able to effectively map out the dots and find the 

most accurate route. The terminology becomes this weight and another task on the to do list but 

what has happened to the core of time management? This is to be an alleviation, a breath of fresh 

air, a relaxant when life becomes a whirlwind and an anchor to ground to tasks, we need to achieve.  

 

Make a Commitment:  

✓ Be fully transparent with yourself and the process 

✓ Practice and repetition are at the core of success 

Have an Understanding:   

✓ Be ready to hit hurdles that makes your perfectly constructed plan come apart 

✓ You are important in this process and everything else has a place but so do you 

Build a Mindset: 

✓ Momentum will propel you further so if you feel stuck reflect on your completed tasks 

✓ You have to be your own accountability partner and remind yourself who is in control  

Winning a Reward:  

✓ Reflect on the tasks you have marked as completed and be prod of your achievement  

✓ Give back to yourself for the achievement it doesn’t have to be anything extravagant 

 

You have now created your game face, you are ready to embody this practice of time management. 

The first execution is called a brain dump and that task requires paper, a list app or It is key to 

remember when you are doing your brain dump of tasks make sure you have enough white space 

around each point. It is here where you are going to see the next level of planning come to fruition.  

 

Many a time I have written down my list and I have begun to plan out how I was going to complete 

each item in record time to be halted at one task that has taken me two weeks to see to completion. 

On paper this one idea seems feasible to complete in the allocated time but there is one mistake  
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that it is holding back efficiency and ultimate productivity is the associated tasks for that one idea to 

be driven to the end.  

Have you some key steps to take from this point – let’s create a funnel effect:  

1. It is time to brain dump – write every single to do item that is rolling around in your mind 

2. It is time to select one – write everything in association with completing this idea 

3. It is time to drill down – for every idea in point two, write a list of requirements 

4. It is time to group items – what to do items have the same location, people to speak to, 

direction? Allocate these like-minded tasks into their own area  

5. It is time to prioritise groups – what is the most important and how can you tick as many 

boxes in the allocated time?  

 

Even though seeming simple these break down will be a productive use of time, to reduce 

frustration, ensure maximum use of time and reap the rewards of multiple wins in one day. Let’s 

begin a working example.:  

 

Brain Dump  

Collect dry cleaning  

Organise dinner 

Send email re birthday dinner 

Drop off platters to neighbour 

Call insurance company – new policy  

Select one item – Organise Dinner  

Drill Down (repeat this for all listed tasks) 

Organise dinner → how many people will be home for dinner → chicken schnitzel, carrots, 

pumpkin → check fridge, write any needed items on the groceries list → pull out chicken 

to defrost → collect items from the grocery store  

Group Items  

1. Dry cleaning collection 

Pick up groceries  

Drop off platters  

2. Send email re birthday dinner 

Call insurance company  

Prioritise Groups  

Group one will be completed first and then the second group as I can begin dinner as I wait 

on hold with the insurance company on the phone  
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It is now time to execute the plan. With a clear and concise map of what is required, you are building 

an expectation around the delivery, setting a priority and giving yourself the best opportunity to see 

through the entire process with efficiency.  

 

Remember that not everything you have written down, prioritised and given a time limit will go to 

plan. It is at this point it is time to revert back to the beginning of this guide where you had a clear 

understanding about the hurdles you will face. This is not a time to bully yourself for not completing 

everything in full; be aware there is always room for improvement and development of the skills.  

 

Key execution techniques:  

Begin to group activities whether this can be completing household duties, shopping or gathering of 

information from certain people. Start building collectives of related items and pull those items 

together under one heading of either the person you need to speak with, or the shopping centre 

name see below for a working example:  

 

Grit starts momentum and ticking any item off your list keeps this alive. There is a key saying that it 

is important to keep in mind that something half done is better than not done at all. The wonderful 

concept about this saying is not that your neglecting the full scope of the work or effort required but 

it does mean keeping on your toes and you finger on the pulse.  

A simple association is when an email arrives in your inbox, you read the content to find a series of 

activities to complete including calls, accounts review and full explanation, but you have two 

pathways. If you have time to complete the required task and you have time to set aside, that’s 

great but if you don’t you still have one thing to do. That is to return an email with an 

acknowledgement or receipt of the email and provide an approximate timeframe for delivery. This 

timeframe must be realistic and has contingency time. Always connect with the sender so they have 

confidence you are making it happen! 


